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Quick-start guide for data backup: BaaS 

management (Cloud) portal & basic 

opportunities 
Read in the document: 

o Backup node creation (node) 
o Backup schedule creation 
o Backup policies 
o Portal reports and notifications 
o Consumption units and backup nodes 
o Settings 

1 STEP  

1.1. In order to start using BaaS management (Cloud) portal, follow the link 

https://portal.backuppro.eu/ 

1.2. Enter login details: 

a) Email: Your e-mail address 

b) Password: Your password that you have received in the service confirmation e-mail.  

To create a BaaS service, we will send you a user-generated email that contains a link to the portal where you 

need to set the password for BaaS portal. 

 

You have an authorization to create new users with appropriate and defined accesses. 

 

 

https://portal.backuppro.eu/
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2 STEP  

Creating a backup node. 
Backup node can be server or personal computer including desktop and laptop. In order to create a 
backup node to computer or server, it is necessary to create new node in the system. 
 
2.1. In order to create a new node, click Add in Consumption units section 
 

 
 
2.2. Name the backup node  
The chosen node name will reflect only on BaaS portal and backup date reports. 
Typically, this is a hostname or other identifying name. 
 

If you are planning to make a file-level data backup as well as Exchange and/or SQL data backup, we recommend to 
specify this in the node name. For example, file-level data backup node “Filadelfia12” can be named “Filadelfia12 – 
file”, while the Exchange name could be “Filadelfia12 – Exchange”. 
 

 
 
2.3. Click “Yes” to save and activate backup node. 
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2.4. Enter and/or select the required parameters: 
a) In the Platform field select Apple Mac OS, Linux, Microsoft Windows, Unix, IBM Domino, 

Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle database, SAP (ERP), SAP HANA, 
Sybase, Virtual environment or other depending on the platform you plan to use to back up 
your data. 
 
Note that in the case of Exchange or other VSS-based copies, you will need to create two nodes, one for 
Microsoft Windows, and one for the other - Microsoft Exchange. 
The choice of platform in this step will determine which schedule will be available in the next steps. 

 
b) Type field remains the same. 
c) Domain field remains the same. 
d) Client Option Set field remains the same. 
e) Once you have completed all the necessary information and set parameters, click Add. 

 
2.5. Only activated backup nodes are charged and only after its activation you can start to use the 

backup service. Click Activate. 
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2.6. See example below for registered and activated node “Filadelfia12”. In the picture, you can see 

Setup information that you need to specify in your backup client software. 

 

a) SP name: information to be filled in dsm.opt next to NODENAME.  
b) SP server network address (TCPSERVERADDRESS): information to be filled in dsm.opt next to 

TCPSERVERADDRESS. 

c) SP password: click on Hide switch and you will see automatically generated password  
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3 STEP 

3.1. Add a schedule for data backup node. Select an appropriate node and choose Schedule, then click 

+Add for the required backup node schedule. 

 

The first part of the name contains information of the backup purpose: 

 FILE – data backup at the file level 

 DOMINO – data backup for IBM Lotus Domino 

 EXCHANGE – data backup for Microsoft Exchange 

 SQL – data backup for databases 

 VIRTUAL – data backup on the virtualization platform level 

 

The second part of the name contains hours and minutes. For example, 2000 stands for 20:00 pm, but 0130 
stands for 1:30 am. 
The last part of the name stands for data backup regularity. For example, “ANYDAY” is every day of the week, 
“WEEKDAY” is every workday, “WEEKEND” - every weekend day. 
One server may have one or more backup schedules. However, we suggest not making data backup in the file-
level and on the data base level (MS Exchange, MS SWL etc.) at one time. 
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4 STEP 
BACKUP COPY POLICIES 

The data for which the backup copies will be created can be defined in management classes 

(Management class). When choosing any of the management classes, the used space of the backup 

system will change. The management class determines how long and how many versions are stored of 

inactive objects. For instance, for file-level copies, inactive objects will be all versions of the previous 

files or deleted files. The active object version will be stored indefinitely. Therefore, without backup 

copying, the amount of inactive data on the backup server will change according to the policy, but the 

amount of active data will remain constant until you reset the backup copy or delete the backup copy 

node. In order to take care of customer data storage and at the same time ensure convenient use of 

the system, we have developed three simplified management classes: 

Minimum – when choosing this management class, only actual version of the file will be stored, 

excluding deleted files or previous file versions. The used amount of the data in the system 

will be comparable to the amount of data on the computer for which data backup is 

created. This management class is recommended for those, who is looking for relatively 

cheap backup solution and does not require restoring of accidently deleted files or previous 

versions of the files. 

Optimum – when choosing this management class, the both – current file versions and two previous file 

version copies including deleted file copies will be stored for 180 days. The used amount of 

data in the system will depend on the frequency of making changes in the file. This is default  

management class and it is assigned to each created node. In order to change this 

management class, please follow steps described below. 

Maximum – when choosing this management class, the current and seven previous file versions will be 

stored for 180 days and four versions of deleted file copies will be stored for 365 days. The 

amount of data in the system will depend on the file change frequency. This management 

class is recommended, if your data is extremely important and you need the possibility to 

restore the deleted data within a year. 

In case there is necessity in another management class that is not described above, please contact and 

send request to our Support department by e-mail support@deac.eu – DEAC experts will help to define 

the required management class according to your specific needs. 

Backup management class choice. 

In case if Optimum management class is not suitable for your specific case and you would like to 

change it, it is necessary to make the changes in the client configuration file dsm.opt (for Windows) or 

dsm.sys (for Linux, MacOS, Unix). 

Find the row: **use non default managment class for all data** 

a) for Windows: *INCLUDE "*:\...\*" OPTIMUM 

mailto:support@deac.eu
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b) for Linux, MacOS, Unix: *INCLUDE.BACKUP "*" OPTIMUM 

Optimum part shall be replaced with appropriate management class name. Please also remove * 

symbol at the beginning of the line so it not read as a comment. 

5 STEP 
SUMMARY, ANALYTICS, REPORTS  

A significant part of the functionality of the portal is the ability to see how backups are made. This 

information is available both at the organizational unit (BUI) level and at the level of each individual 

backup node. In this section, you can read a Summary of the tools available in the main section, 

Consumer units, Deletion request, Analytics and Status reports. 

 

5.1. When you sign in, the Summary window opens, which includes a generic status report for all 

backup nodes.  
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5.2. In the Consumer units section, there is a list of all backup nodes and virtual server objects. 

  
By clicking on the name of the selected backup copy node, you can access details and make changes to 

the configuration. See STEP 6 for more information on managing and configuring individual backup 

copy hosts. 

5.3. In the Deletion request section, backup nodes are selected to be removed, but the deletion 

process itself did not happen. 

5.4. The next section available in the top toolbar - Analytics. In the form of a table, you can see the 

analytical information about the backup nodes and what volumes they occupy. It is possible to add 

additional information to display or filter. 
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5.5. The last section available in the top toolbar - Status reports. This is a basic section to see if backup 

copying is happening successfully.

 

By clicking on the name of the selected backup node in the report, you can access detailed 

information and make changes to the configuration. See STEP 6 for more details. 

Error settings you can find at the top of the report. You can switch between the "Current business 

unit" or "User" settings. Through “Filters”, you can make immediate changes from this section. See 

settings and options for filter and error messages in STEP 8. By using “Subscribers”, you can set errors, 

reports, or notifications on a regular basis and set e-mail notifications. 
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6 STEP 
CONSUMPTION UNITS AND NODES 

You can use several options to access to individual backup consumers and backup copies. You can 

choose Consumption units and then click on the name of the required object, you can also find them 

in the report or in the search window. 

 

6.1. When you open the backup node, you will see the Profile section. 
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6.2. The file system list is in the section File spaces. 

 

6.3. Backup automated lists are available in the section Schedules. 

 

Only the appropriate automated listings for backups will be visible at the specific node, so it's 

important to choose the appropriate platform in the Basics section. 
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6.4. Each backup node has individually customizable settings to identify when copying is correct and 

when deviations occur. You can change the settings in the section - Error settings. If the node does not 

need the Schedule, then you need to change "Triggers an error" to "Is ignored" in the "No activity" 

section. Accordingly, there won’t be an error in the reports for this backup node because of non-

existing Schedule. 
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6.5. Choose the Progress section to view the dynamics of the amount of data occupied by a particular 

backup node. 
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6.6. In the Report section, you can get the most comprehensive structured report on the status of the 

specific backup node and recovery work statuses, as well as restore tasks. More information can only 

be found in backup log files. 
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6.7. In the Basics section, you can see the information about the registered and activated node 

"Filadelfia12-file". In the Configuration section, you can choose to replace the platform. There are 

information in the Setup information section that must be specified in the backup copy client 

software. 

 

 

Configuration section: 
a) You need to choose what kind of backup you want to use in the Platform field. You can choose 

from:  Apple Mac OS, Linux, Microsoft Windows, Unix, IBM Domino, Microsoft Exchange Server, 
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle database, SAP (ERP), SAP HANA, Sybase, Virtual environment or 
other. 
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i. Note that in the case of Exchange or other VSS-based copies, you will need to 
create two nodes, one for Microsoft Windows, and one for the other - Microsoft 
Exchange. 

ii. The choice of Platform in this step will determine which schedule will be available 
in the Schedule section. 

b) Keep the remaining values in the remaining fields 
c) In the State section, you can temporarily deactivate the backup node. 

 
 
Setup information section: 

d) SP name: information to be filled in dsm.opt next to NODENAME.  
e) SP server network address (TCPSERVERADDRESS): information to be filled in dsm.opt next to 

TCPSERVERADDRESS. 

f) SP password: click on Hide switch and you will see automatically generated password  

 

Inactive backup node Setup information section will be empty. 

7 STEP 
SETTINGS 

Click the gear icon and you will access the Settings. In this step, we will introduce you with following 

tools: Business Unit Identity, Contract, Users, User Roles, Report Settings and Virtual Machine Management 

(VM admin). 

7.1. In the Identity section, you can specify personalized outgoing e-mail settings. You can specify e-

mail notifications (sender email address) and set the outgoing email (SMTP) server specifications. 

7.2. In the Contract section, you can view subscription settings and see how the amount is calculated. 

7.3. You can see, change, add and delete users in the Users section.  

When you click on specific user, you can view and change the Report settings. Read the Step 8 for 

more information about the reports and filters. 

The Subscribed reports section contains a list of e-mail accounts for which a user is signed for. 

7.4. In the User role (Roles) section, you can view and create new roles to restrict access as needed. 

7.5. In the Report settings section, you can view and change the Error settings for backup nodes, 

Status report content and Backup node report content settings. For more information about Error 

settings, read Step 8. 

7.6. You can manage virtual machines in the VM admin section by dividing them into separate 

Consumption units with the option to assign them to another business unit in lower hierarchy. 
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8 STEP 
REPORT AND FILTER SETTINGS 

The portal automatically generates the report for backup nodes for a specific period. There will be 

attached more alert notifications to the backup node, if something is happening incorrectly. It is possible 

to individually mark which alert notices to show and set a threshold for a consecutive day period when 

the copying process does not happen as planned. 

8.1. You can customize Error settings for the specific site user or specific business unit. These settings 

affect information in the Status report and email report. 

You can edit the backup settings for the specific business unit of backup copy nodes by going to the 

settings section (gear)> Report settings > Error settings. 
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The same settings are also available in the Status report > Filters (active switch - Current business unit).  

The user unit's backup nodes alert settings can be edited by opening the settings section (gear)> Users> 

<Specified user> Report settings. The same settings are also available in the Status report> Filters (active 

switch - User). 

In the Error settings sub-section, you can mark which alert notifications to show and set the threshold for a 

consecutive day period when the backup process is happening incorrectly. 

Possible types of alerts are: 

Newest event failed: The last copy was not successful 

 

One or more failed events within the last 24 hours: One or more copies failed during the reporting period. 

It will also alert if the last job was successful, but the one before – was not. 

Event in progress: Copying was happening at the same time as the report. The result was not known at 

that time. 

Mount points exceeded: The backup replication node has exceeded the allowed number of pins, so the 

backup copy may have been unsuccessful. 

No activity: During the reporting period, the backup copy node did not perform any operations, regardless 

of whether it has or has not any backup work schedules (regardless of whether there should or should not 

be an activity) 

Transferred data is outside limits specified for backup node: During the reporting period, the amount of 

data transferred by the backup node does not match the limits (may be either higher or lower than the 

installed) 

Storage amount is outside limits specified for backup node: During the reporting period, the amount of 

data stored by the backup node does not match the limits (may be either higher or lower than the 

installed) 

Old client version: The backup software version is older than the minimum version specified (in accordance 

with the server settings to which the client interconnects the software). 

Event blocked: During the reporting period, the copy job has been blocked and not executed. Blocking 

occurs when you have to start a new backup job, but backup schedule is not finished yet. 

Server not importing: The site fails to retrieve data from the backup server, where the appropriate backup 

node is registered and stores data. 

Activity log contains return code errors (application servers): Error messages have been returned to the 

activity log (application-type server nodes) 

Completed event with unprocessed files: Backup was successful, but some files were skipped (client 

software error 4 returned). 
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Completed event with warnings: Backup copying ended with at least one alert notification. Check client 

software error messages in log files (dsmerror.log, dsmsched.log, or other relevant log files) to find out the 

cause of errors (client software error 8 returned). 

One or more failed schedules: One or more backup schedules failed. The number of unsuccessful backup 

copies will be listed. 

No schedules: A warning message that no backup schedule is associated with the backup node. 

One or more failed virtual instances: A warning message that one or more virtual machine backups were 

not successful (for virtualization nodes). 

8.2. Status report content can be customized for the specific site user or specific business unit. These 

settings affect what is displayed in the Status report and in the e-mail report. 

You can change the report status and filters of a specific business unit by going to the settings 

(gear)>Report Settings> Status Report Content section of the settings. 
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The same settings are also available in the Status report > Filters (active switch Current business unit).   

User-defined filters can be viewed, changed by opening the settings (gear)> Users > <specified user> 
Report settings. The same settings are also available in the Status report > Filters (active switch User). 
 
Possible filters: 
 
Status filters: 
OK: Backup nodes without errors 
OK (warnings): Backup nodes with no-notice errors, according to personal or other Report settings. 
Error: Backup nodes with errors, according to personal or other Report settings 
Ignored errors: Backup nodes that are set to ignore errors in the settings. More about this configuration 
option read in Step 6.4. 
 
Filter Types: 
File servers: File server type 
Workstations: Workstation type 
Application servers: Application server type (IBM Domino, Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft SQL 
Server, Oracle database, SAP (ERP), SAP HANA, Sybase, Virtual environment or other) 
 
States: 
Activated: Backup nodes activated 
Deletion scheduled: Backup nodes that are scheduled to be deleted 
 
Business unit scope: 
Current business unit: Only backup nodes directly linked to the particular business unit 
Descendants: Backup nodes that are linked to one of the sub-hierarchical business unit 
 
In the Status report content and Backup node report content sections you can select the sections to be 
sent in emails. 


